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Welcome
Message
What is Swiftbooks?
Swiftbooks Sales and Accounting has formally been launched Worldwide
but tailored to developing countries. Swiftbooks is a cloud Sales
management tool aimed at growing and protecting businesses and is
specifically designed and customized to the developing nations market. 

The software has been launched in the form of an App and desktop
application designed at monitoring all aspects of distribution, retail,
wholesale and field sales businesses. The application which has been years
in the making is aimed at delivering accessibility for many businesses who
cannot afford enterprise level technology.

About Swiftbooks
The development of app involved a collaboration of 22 developers who
had experiences in running businesses in developing nations including
those working in the informal sector. 

The development relied on remote communication and asana based task
management.
It has also been tailored to help businesses target business pit falls and
ensure business owners do not lose money. The reports also highlight the
areas in the business that make more money and how to capitalize on this
to increase profit. 
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Navigating Swift ⚡Books
Features

Menu

The menu can be accessed by swiping or sliding the slider from
Right to Left , The Tabs contain all the features you need to set
up and use swiftbooks efficiently.
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The Manager user can also limit access to some of these
tabs using the user permission settings when creating users.
This ensures the user sees only what the manager
deterimines based on their role .



Navigating Swift
⚡Books Features

Invoicing Feature

Create Professional looking Invoices
Unlimited Users, Unlimited Number of Transactions , Unlimited
Branches for Point of Sales Till
Mark Transactions as Paid, Partially Paid or Unpaid
Send Invoices via Whatsapp or Email Directly to Your Customers
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Navigating Swift
⚡Books Features

Bookeeping Features

Bookkeeping: manage daily transactions
Clock in Feature: Clock in and Clock out Feature for Employees
Field Sales Feature to manage an unlimited number of field sales
team
Planning: Reporting and advice to support growth
Expenses: Record and track expenses
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Navigating Swift
⚡Books Features

POS: Advanced point of sales system for your Business.

Barcode Scanning Feature: Barcode Scanning Feature for Point of

Sale Branches

Store Hours: Ensure your shop is opened and closed on time by

using our store clock in feature which works only at the

geographical location of the Store.

POS Reports: Tally your end of day sales effortlessly with our Pos

reports

Point of Sales System
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Navigating Swift
⚡Books Features

Loyalty: Bulit in Loyalty Reward Program with digital loyalty card for

customers

Discounts: Our Timed Discount Program allows you to run specific

discounts at certain periods and based on stock availability.

Discounts can be given based on quantity of stock so inventory is

managed well 

Loyalty Card Reward Feature
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Navigating Swift
⚡Books Features

Reporting: Help directors make informed decisions

Export: In Depth Business Reports easily exported to PDF,CSV &

Whatsapp

Targets: Monthly Target Feature to Monitor Sales Performance of

Stores or Sales Teams

Dashboard: Business Dashboard to See Your Business Health at a

Glance

Reports
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Navigating Swift
⚡Books Features

Reports
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Navigating Swift
⚡Books Features

The Swifbooks Expiry Feature allows you to see every expiry for each

item in your warehouse and all your stores or sales vans. This helps you

to avoid wastage so you can process items closer to expiry, This

information is presented in the main dashboard as soon as you open

the app as well the report section.

Say Goodbye to expired items!!

Expiry Alert Feature
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Navigating Swift
⚡Books Features

Monitor the performance of your field sales team or store by utilizing

the monthly sales target feature.

The targets for each user appears in the main dashboard and also in

the users interface when logged onto the system.

An automatic reported is generated based on the users performance

and a daily notification is sent to both the manager and user based on

the current progress with regards to the target.

Monthly Sales Target Feature
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Navigating Swift
⚡Books Features

Have you ever had to keep reminding your team to put through their orders

and run the risks of low stocks in your shops, stores or sales vans?

Our New Automatic Re-order feature takes care of that, you simply need to

define the level of stock you would like to keep in your shop so our system

will automatically re-order for that item when it falls below that level. You

can actually replenish it daily without the hassle of checking and manually

calculating and then doing the invoice.

Automatic Re-Ordering Feature
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Navigating Swift
⚡Books Features

Pharmacy Mode is a brand new exciting feature designed for pharmacies

and healthcare shops. The Pharmacy mode when enabled allows your

pharmacy to identify all possible interactions between the medications being

dispensed and sold and automatically prints guidance for each medication

on the receipts. This allows the customer to benefit from good advice to

ensure that they benefit in the direction of usage of the medications. The

interactions tool prevents medications which may cause adverse effects

when taken together to avoided at the point of sale. 

Pharmacy Mode
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This will have all your business information for you to preview how well your

business is doing and keeping a watchful eye on expenses and unpaid

invoices. The information can be previewed as this month,last month,

yesterday or today  filters.

Main Dashboard
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Expenses 
The expenses information on the

main dashboard allows you to

preview your expenses and gives a

detailed breakdown of the categories

of how the expenses are spent.

 Unpaid Invoices 
The Unpaid Invoices Summary shows

how many processed invoices which

do not have a payment against them.

This will prompt the manager user to

audit the unpaid invoices tab on

Swiftbooks slider  menu 



Main Dashboard
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Comparative Sales Data 
The Sales Chart keeps graphical

record of the companies sales

performance. The Chart shows the

weekly performance of the business

so you can see drops in sales and

address them quickly to boost sales

performance.

 Profit & Loss 
The profit and loss data guides you on

a month to date basis on your profits

& losses. This helps analyze your

business performance. It focusses on

your net income, your operating profit

and loss and your expenses.   



Main Dashboard
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 Snapshot Report
The snapshot report shows key performance indicators such as Gross Margin Amount

and your business's gross margin percentage.  The Companies progress towards its

sales targets and a more detailed breakdown of how expenses are spent.  The date filter

allows you to view over a period of time.



Main Dashboard
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 Total Sales by Sales/Store Users
This shows the performance of the Sales and Store Users and could be viewed using the

date filters to see the performance over a period of time or even view their sales for that

particular day. The manager also gets a notification based on sales performance.

Clicking the graph reveals the exact amount of sales for the user.



Main Dashboard
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 Product Performance
This shows the performance of the products and could be viewed using the date filters

to see the performance over a period of time or even view their stock movement for any

product for that particular day. The manager also gets a notification based on[

performance. Clicking the graph reveals the exact quantity sold for that product and is

arranged in descending order which is from the highest performing product to the

lowest.



Main Dashboard
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 Expiring Items 
This shows the the reports of items to expire in 30,60 or 90 days and 6 months. The

data shows you exactly which Stores are also likely to have these items based on the

batch code recorded.

This gives you the opportunity to prevent expired goods and also shows you where to

locate them so remedial action can be taken to prevent any products from expiring.



Simple Invoice
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 Creating an Invoice 
The Simple invoice tab allows you to create an invoice. Customers and products can be

created and setup on this tab. Once the invoice has been created, the submit button will

ensure additional options are enabled such as edit quantity ,price or deleting an item. 

You can easily share the invoice with your customer via whatsapp in a pdf file or via

email!



Point of Sales System
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 Clock In/ Clock Out
The clock in , clock out feature is designed so that your staff can clock in at a specified

location so that you can monitor if your store opens at the right time or if your staff is

late. You can set the geographical location in the profile settings when setting up the

store user or sales user. 



 Setting Up Point of Sales System
The Point of Sales System allows you to upgrade your business to professional system

to record transactions. This guide will show you how to set up your Point of Sales

System.

Step 1 : Creating the Pos User

Create a Pos User, the Pos user button can be located at the bottom of the Pos menu. In

order to create a Pos User , you must first already created a sales user or Store user.

Click the plus + Sign to open up the pos user settings

 Step 2 : Pos Use r Settings

After opening the pos user settings the first field will be name. In this field choose the

name you wish to call the POS. For example you can name it Till 1 or the name of your

shop like oxford street branch. It should be a name that allows you to identify the

branch.

The next field is the Pin field where  you can enter a pin for the user , this pin will be

how the user logs in. We recommend you choose a pin of at least 6 digits so it will be

more secure.

The final field is selecting which store or sales user you are assigning this pos profile to.

Once selected that particular user will now be able to login to their pos with their pin.

Point of Sales System
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Point of Sales System
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 Setting Up Point of Sales System
Manager POS Pin

The manager Pos Pin is located in the update profile tab at the top of the menu, the

manager can also use their pin to login to any store or sales users Pos. When logging

into a sales users branch, simply select manager and type in your Pin.



Press request order at the bottom of the page

Select the item you wish to request and enter the quantity in full unit or single unit

depending on what you want.

Once you have selected item simply press the request order button.

Sales/Store users will find all the orders under the Order Request Details tab.

Manager users will find the orders under the view invoices tab

Sales and Store Orders
The Request order tab is primarily designed for Sales & Store Users . This allows a

Sales/Store user to request items from the main warehouse. Once the items have been

requested , an invoice will be created in the view invoices screen.  The order will then

have to be approved by Manager or Admin after which it can then be transferred into

the Sales/Store users inventory .

The manager can also request orders on behalf of their users following same protocol.

Request Order
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Tutorials and Explainer Guides
The Articles and Videos serve as How to guide for some of the processes in swiftbooks,

we are constantly updating these sections , however if you needed specific support you

can email our support team at support@swiftbooks.net

Articles & Videos
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Managing Inventory
The  Warehouse stock screen is a very important screen as you can edit any of the sales

user and store users inventory stock. We recommend you use user permissions to limit

access to this screen as anyone who has access can edit stock. The user permissions is

located in the top left of the profile settings for admin users.

Warehouse Stock
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Editing Inventory in Users Warehouse
Anytime items are transferred as an invoice from a sales/store user , the items from the

invoice are added to that users inventory. We call it the users warehouse. Anytime the

user sells from the warehouse, that item will deduct from the users inventory.

The manager user however has the option to adjust the inventory for any of their users

inventory. There could be many reasons such as deducting damage goods or removing

expiring products. This is a highly sensitive section where a dubious individual who has

access can change inventory data which could cause losses so we recommend only the

manager user has access and if you want another individual then this can be enabled

in user permissions.



Choose the type of user. (Store or Sales User)

Search for the users name in the search bar.

To edit an item, press the edit button , two fields will now be available namely Unit

Quantity and Single Unit Quantity.

Unit Quantity is the full Quantity of an item, e.g Carton whilst single unit quantity

are the single units of that item.

To add a quantity simply type the quantity you wish to add e.g 5, Both fields must

be filled so if only wish to add for the Full quantity field then enter the quantity as

zero in the single unit field as you are not adding any single unit items. Click Update

to confirm the change.

To subtract a quantity, use the minus  sign (-) in front the quantity you wish to

subtract so if  you wish to deduct 5 from an item you will enter -5. Again both fields

need to be filled so if you are only filling one field then enter the quantity of zero for

the field where nothing is beind deducted. Click update to confirm the change.

Editing Inventory in Users Warehouse
Follow the following steps to edit inventory stock for the users.
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Warehouse Stock



Types of Invoices
In Swiftbooks we use by default a general invoice. There is an option to select an

Estimate invoice, Waybill or Purchase order invoice. 

Estimate invoice
You can select this option if you wish to send an estimate to one of your customers, the
estimate invoice  remains an estimate until its approved, once it is approved it is
converted to a general invoice which can be transferred.

Waybill
You can select this option if you wish to use the invoice to pick stock so that it will only
display the picklist and not the prices or amounts.

Purchase order invoice
You can select this option to receive stock into the main warehouse . The purchase
order when approved and transferred will directly update the inventory figures from
the direct transfer . This is one of the ways to receive goods into the main warehouse.

Status of Invoices
When created invoices will enter the Pending state so that any adjustments can be
made such as editing price or quantity. 

The next state will be the Approved state, this is the last state to make any additional
changes . 

Pending and Approved state don't print the invoice ID as changes can still be made, the
invoice ID only appears in the last state which is called the Transferred state where no
further changes or edits can be made and the inventory is transferred and deducted
from the main warehouse.
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View Invoices



Returns Awaiting Approval
Field Sales Teams often sell via vans or some form of mobile transport. They often do

not sell everything and may have some items left over in their vans. We have developed

a returns feature that allows the user to return any item they did not sell.  This will then

be a return request awaiting approval, once the manager has approved by manually

checking the returns tallies with the item the user recorded they have returned , we do

an automatic calculation of the expected payment based on the returns . This allows

stress free balancing of  the sales team in one easy step.
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View Invoices



Sales Report
There are many reports on swiftbooks , we will look at each report to see how it can

benefit your business. All reports can be generated using the data filter to look at a

specific day or period of time.

The Sales report looks at the transactions for the item sold, clicking the transaction ID

brings the detail of that particular transaction. The total sales is displayed at the

bottom.
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Reports



Summary Of Inventory
This report allows you to analyze stock movement over a period of time with regard to

individual warehouse users.

Top Selling Items/Lowest Selling Items
This report allows you to see what items are selling well and the ones which are not.

Our advance notification also sends a weekly app notiification of this report. It is

important to know the slow moving items so you can take action to avoid expiry.

Highest to Lowest Daily Sales
This report is based on the daily sales of your sales team, a graphical version of this

report is also on the dashboard. This is linked to all transactions completed by

sales/store users on a daily basis or over a given period.
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Reports

Sales Ranking Report
This report is based on the progress of the sales and store users towards the target you

have assigned for them, it shows if they are on track to hit their target based on their

current performance and the number of days left to achieve the target. This report is

also shown in a graphical presentation on the main dashboard.



Top Profitable Items
This report is based on the top profitable items in your business so that you can

continue to grow that profit channel and boost your business by placing emphasis on

your most profitable items.

Credit Report
The credit report will show data if you have enabled a sales/store user to request for

credit orders. When the user request for credit orders , the credit report will display the

details and the time left for the credit to be due. The credit due limit is set up on the

users profile .

Summary Report of Main Warehouse
This is the full inventory report of the quantities of  items in your main warehouse.
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Reports

Low Stock Data Report
This report will display data if  automatic re-order has been set up for Store/Sales user.

In the automatic re-order process the minimum quantity an item can fall to is defined

so if it falls below that define re-order point an invoice is automatically generated to

replenish that item back to the defined point. All items that fall below that point will

show up on the low stock data report.

Monthly Cash Targets
This feature allows the manage to set individual targets for their stores and sales team.

The target must be set each month for it reflect correctly on the dashboard and sales

ranking report.



Transactions
The Transaction tab records all the sales done by the sales/store users. This is an

important section so we recommend you limit which admin user has access to this tab

as they can edit transactions. The User permissions in profile allows you to limit who

has access to this tab.

Anytime a transaction is edited for price, an audit statement will be generated stating

which user edited the item and from what price they edited it from. The example below

shows popular milk being edited from 145 to 146 by a user named Robert (General

Manager).

30

View Transactions



Unpaid Invoices
The Unpaid invoices tab has a list of all the invoices which do not have a payment

effected on it. This gives the admin or manager to check each and every invoice and

update the list to see if it has been paid or not. 

The Manager or Admin user can upload payment slips and confirm the amount being

paid so that if the amount is not payment in full then it will reflect as partially paid.

Once the Manager or Admin is fully satisfied this invoice has been paid then they can

press the paid button to transfer it the paid invoices tab.
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Tracking Invoices



Paid Invoices
The paid invoices tab allows the Manager or Admin to verify if the invoices which have

been marked paid are truly paid. They can see the uploaded proof of payment by

clicking the invoice button. Once satisfied the Manager or Admin user can press the

Deposit to Bank button. 
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Tracking Invoices

Deposit to Bank
Great!! You have verified the invoice has been paid but the question is did the funds hit

your bank account? The Deposit to Bank feature allows you to record all the payments

you have received on invoices so you can cross reference with your bank statement to

see if the funds actually hit your account.



Manager User
The Manager user is automatically created once you signup to swiftbooks. The manager

user has access to all the tabs and can create other users and limit their access in user

permissions. The manager user has a point of sales pin which will give access to any of

the users they create point of sale systems. The Pos Pin is located in the profile page. 

The Manager user should determine the role of each of their users so they can limit

access to some tabs.
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Types of Users

The Manager user can also determine who can approve ,transfer or cancel an invoice. It

is advised that the manager user is the only one who can cancel unless they have a

trusted admin



Admin User
The Admin user role is determined by the manager user. The will have access to the

same dashboard as the manager user but access to the tabs will be determined by the

manager user when setting up that admin user.

An example of this is a manager user setting up an invoice clerk. The invoice clerk will

only need access to the simple invoice tab, the view invoices tab and the request order

tab. The manager user can grant permissions for these tabs.  

The manager user may also then have a more experienced admin clerk who not only

deals with invoices but also check payments, they can thereby grant access to all the

permissions the invoice clerk has and add additional permissions such as Unpaid Tab

and the Paid Tab. The admin user is therefore based on your expectation of what that

users role is in your business and then you can grant permissions based on that.

All users are created via the Create Users Tab

34

Types of Users



Creating the Admin User
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Types of Users

Click the create user tab to create a user

Fill in the details of the user

Select the user type. There are 5 user types namely Customer user, Supplier user,

Store user, Sales user and Admin User. For this example we will select Admin User

Fill in the User Location Details

Select the Invoice Permission for the user to see if they are allowed to approve

,transfer ,return, edit or cancel invoices

Click add to create the user

Now the user has been created, the user permissions will be available in the top left

corner



Creating the Admin User
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Types of Users

Select which tabs you would like the user to have access to. This is important as you

can create a workflow of processes by limiting specific users to specific tabs based

on their role in your organisation

Once the user permissions have been set for the users, it will automatically be

saved for that user.



Click Create users and fill in the details for the user. We will  look at setup for a

Store/Store User

Creating the Sales/Store Users
The Sales and Store users are essentially your sales team. The sales user set up is based

on a field sales team and the store user setup is based on a shop or store set up. The set

up for both of these users are the same but you have the flexibility to tweak some

options to suit your purposes.
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Types of Users

Sales/Store Users
Fill in the user details, password, phone details and select store user as the user type.

Delivery Charge Field

The delivery charge field when enabled allows you to charge a delivery fee for each user

so that this fee is added to the transaction when the user reaches the customer and

enters the transaction. This feature is primarily for field sales users as a store user will

have no reason to have this field enabled.



Creating the Sales/Store Users
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Tax Charge Field

The tax charge field allows you to set up the tax options for your sales/store users so it

shows on their transactions. The two options of tax are tax included in price or tax

excluded in price.

Credit Function

This feature allows the user to request a credit order for a customer. The credit function

when selected for the user gives 1,7,10,14,28 day options for credit. When a credit order

has been approved and transferred, it will show up on the credit report so the manager

user can see who owes and when their payment is due. This option should be enabled

only if your business does a lot of pay later transactions.

Clock In/Clock Out

This feature is available on the app version of swiftbooks. It allows the manager user to

select the geographical location of where the user is meant to be so that they can only

clock in and out at that location. This helps monitor attendance and punctuality so that

you can ensure that your premises is always open at the right time and closes at the

right time. Simply select the clock in and clock out hours for the user.

Types of Users
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Create Expenses

This option allows the manager user to enable the Store/Sales User to record their

expenses. The expenses will then show up in the expense report in the expenses tab. This

is very useful as you will be able to see the expenses breakdown accross your users.

Returns to Completed

This will depend on how you wish your sales user to record their transactions when

selling. 

The first option is using the point of sales system to record each and every transactions

as the transaction occurs. This is particularly useful when you have a skilled worker who

follows protocol. 

The second option is to use returns to completed option. We will explain how this works.

The returns to completed was developed to help the manager have complete oversight

on the stock and sales for a particular user whether the record a transaction or not. 

Once a sales user has this option enabled , the only action they have to take is enter the

number of goods or items they are returning to the warehouse and submit it as a return,

the manager can then check on the returns and physically verify that the returns

matches the physical stock returns. The manager can then approve it on the system,

once this is done then the system automatically calculates all the items that have been

sold by the user based on the returns they made. This process requires a single action

from the sales user which is to submit their returns and a single action from the

manager which is to check and approve the return. The user therefore does not need to

use the point of sales system and record each transaction . 

Types of Users
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Closing Stock (Stock-Take)

This option allows the manager user to enable the closing stock option for a Store or

Sales User. There are many businesses which operate in an informal economy where it is

not easy to sit and record transactions. Majority of these businesses even sometimes do

their sales manually. We recognize that not every business is the same but the most 

 important thing in a sales business is protecting and checking the stock to prevent or

identify theft.

The closing stock feature when enabled allows you to simply enter the stock you see

physically in your shop or store at the end of the day and the swiftbooks calculates the

entire days transaction for you in seconds. This ensures that the stock take allows you to

record everything that was sold from the beginning of the day to the end of the day .

Case Study

Brian works in a bank from Monday to Friday from 9-6pm. The bank pays quite well but

now with a growing family there are increasing cost and expenses so Brian decides to

open a retail shop so he can make some extra money to manage his increasing costs.

The shop is located in a busy market and since he works from 9-6pm, he only has an

opportunity to check his daily sales after work. 

Brian has 2 shop assistants with one handling the money and recording sales and other

bringing out the products being sold. At the end of the day both assistants try to

reconcile their sales and stock as they are recording everything manually. 

They find it difficult to balance and reconcile. Brian set up his shop with the swiftbooks

closing stock feature as he knew it was difficult to record transactions in a busy market.

He arrives after work and takes the closing stock on swiftbooks app on his phone. The

app immediately calculates all the sales for the day based on the remaining stock so

Brian knows exactly the amount of money made that day.

Types of Users



Case Study (Continued)

Brian checks the viewed transactions and can see all the items sold. This means even if

Brian doesn't visit his shop for a week, on the day that he does he will able to tell exactly

what sales was done in the period since the last stock take.

Map Location

The manager user can use this to set the geographical zone for the user so that the user

can only clock in and clock out when they are in this Zone. This is the final setting the

creation of the sales or store user, once this has been done, you can press the save

button to complete the process.

Other Users

Customer users can be created for your customers so they can place orders directly to

you via the app and see their invoices.

Supplier Users can be created for your suppliers so can email them purchase orders and

then process the orders when they are received allowing you to keep records of your

purchases and whom you purchased from.
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Types of Users



Users Pricelist and  Re-Order Point Settings

The manager user can set different prices for all the users. When no price has been set

for the user then the default price will show.

We understand that you may have different users and setting the prices for each and

everyone may be tiring, so you can use the copy price feature to copy one users price for

another user in one simple step.

Re-Order Point

The manager user can use this to create automated invoices so that anytime an item

falls below the level defined by the manager in the Re-order point field , it is

automatically re-ordered for that user. The automatic re-order invoice is dynamically

updated for any product which falls below the re-order point. This means you can

replenish your stores without relying upon staff to place direct orders.

There is also a copy re-order function that allows you to copy the re-order point of one

use for another so you don't have to manually enter the re-order points for multiple

users who use the same re-order levels

We recommend you limit access to this feature as it is linked to prices so that it

cannot be amended for POS Transactions.
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Transfer Stock

This tab allows you to transfer any quantity of stock into the warehouse. This is different

to the purchase order. The transfer tab accounts for some unexpected receiving such as

stock being brought back to warehouse for any number of reasons. 

List of Received items

This tab list all the transfered items from the transferred stock tab, the quantities can be

edited if a mistake was done in transfer, it can also be cancelled.

Enter Cost Price of Items

This shows a list of all the products so that the manager user can enter the cost prices.

The cost prices are the prices you buy from your supplier and different to the prices you

sell to your customers. Entering the cost prices is important as it allows Swiftbooks to

calculate your profit on all your transactions. The cost price can be entered when

creating a product as well.

Create New Products

This feature allows you to create your items and define the price, unit of measure  and

input barcode data so you can scan items in the point of sale system. The products can

be created or uploaded with a csv file , if your have many items. Download the template

CSV and populate the fields and upload the data.
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Stock



Create New Products

The first step is to add a category or select a previously created one. Next enter the name

of the product.

The next field is the measure unit field, here you will name how your product is

described as a full pack or single item. Examples include cartons and pieces, packs and

eaches, barrels and litres. Try to avoid using multiple units with the same meaning. For

example, instead of using both “pc.” and “ea.” (for piece and each), decide on one

only.Unless it will confuse the meaning of the unit of measure, consider keeping all of

your abbreviations lowercase. For example, “lb.” instead of “LB” or “Lb” and “ea.” instead

of EA.

The measure unit  quantity is the number of single units which make a full pack. For

Example if we enter our measure unit quantity as 12, it means we are defining this

product as having 12 single pieces to make a complete full pack. 
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Stock



The next step is to enter the price of the product. When the price is entered it

automatically fills the default price and calculates the single unit of the product but

you can choose to edit it.

Entering the cost price is the next field , this is the price you purchase the product for

so that the profitability of the item can be calculated.

When creating a product you can enter the quantity of stock being created for that

product. The product description can help you distinguish between similar products.

The final fields are the bar code of the Full unit and single unit to set up barcode

scanning in the point of sales system. Once done press add to create the product.

Create New Products
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Stock



Click create expenses to open the expenses tab, then click expenses report to record

an expense.

Select the user recording the expense.

Select the expenses type

Next enter the name of the expenses claimer

Record the date of the expense with the calendar field

Record the reason for the expense. e.g fuel for generator

Record the amount being spent for this expense 

Attach any receipt and add any additional comments

Create Expenses
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Expenses



Pos User Report

This is a customer report that helps the manager to see which customers are buying

from which branches and view their average spend and the last time they purchased .

This insight allows the manager to react to customers who spend a lot and those who

havent visited the branch for a while so they can take customer retention measures.

Pos Discount Report

 This report allows the manager to see all the discounted transactions over any given

period and view the reasons for the discounts . The manager can enable discounts for

the user in the user permission settings. The discount options are either percentage

discount or cash discount.
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Point of Sales Reports



Select the redeem type which could be percentage discount or gift redemption

For percentage discount enter the value of the discount the customer is due on

redemption

Enter the number of stamps that have to be collected for the reward redemption

Enter the minimum purchase amount for the customer to spend to earn an amount

Enter the loyalty card text. To do this write & followed by the loyalty text. For

example you can write " & get a free gift". This will generate a loyalty offer on the

card.

Loyalty Card

This loyalty card tab allows the manager user to see and search for all customers who

have loyalty cards. The manager user can stamp and unstamped customers loyalty

cards with this feature to reward the customer or to reverse a loyalty transaction. 

Loyalty Card Settings
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Loyalty & Discounts



Select the discount type which could either be price or percentage discount.

Enter the value of the discount, for price discount the value entered will be deducted from

the original price so if you enter a value of 10 and the original price was 90, then the

discount price will  be 80 . If its a percentage discount with the value 10 then the discount

price is 81.

Next enter the minimum quantity a person has to purchase to qualify for discount

Select the Start date & Star Time then Select the End date & End time

Select the product

Enter the quantity of the product available for the the discount

Enable the offer by switching on the early bird offer 

Loyalty Statistics

This is a report that allows you view the history of the customers who have earned any

gifts or received percentage discounts after earning reward via collecting all the stamps.

Exclusive Discount Settings
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Loyalty & Discounts
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Contact
Information

+44-7774-907-909

Sales@Swifbooks.net

Swiftbooks , Galleons Drive, London. United Kingdom

www.swiftbooks.net

Swift ⚡Books 

https://swiftbooks.net/

